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Innovative solutions built 
on solid foundations

Infrastructure construction projects are complex. Planning and implementation require a 
huge amount of knowledge and experience. Implenia brings together its expertise in a 
single powerful unit that can implement integrated solutions for you. Everything centres 
on meeting your requirements in terms of quality, costs, deadlines and sustainability and 
getting the balance between all these aspects exactly right. Implenia is committed to the 
highest quality standards at all times.

One	step	ahead
Our combination of innovative spirit, cutting-edge processes and 
technologies produces solutions that are one step ahead of the pres -
ent. Our highly trained professionals are totally committed to this, 
which is why Implenia’s engineers and specialists keep on setting 
new milestones in European infrastructure. Our numerous references 
show how we successfully combine advanced construction tech-
niques with high-level project management skills.

Our	values	provide	a	firm	foundation
The way we think and the things we do are guided by a clear set of 
values. Reliability and integrity shape our conduct. We are transpa r-
ent in our dealings with our customers, partners and the public, and 
we ensure everyone understands our decisions. Implenia prioritises 
your needs, creates added value for you, and always strives for 
financial and operational excellence.



Implenia is a recognised expert in ambitious underground construc-
tion projects of all kinds: over the course of our hundred year history 
we have built up a unique set of skills. Numerous projects demon-
strate this: we have, for example, set new standards at the Gotthard 
railway tunnel, the Nant de Drance pumped storage power plant, 
Berlin’s U5 subway line and the Semmering base tunnel.

Underground construction.
Setting new standards. 



Extraordinary achievements under 
the most difficult conditions

Tunnel construction combines human craftsmanship with the latest technology. For 
decades we at Implenia have proved repeatedly that we are capable of extraordinary 
achievements, defining new standards nationally and internationally.

Comprehensive	capabilities
Building tunnels for railways, roads and other subterranean facilities requires the 
highest level of engineering and construction expertise. Coupled with a respect 
for nature and many years of experience, Implenia has all the prerequisites 
necessary to master the most demanding challenges. We are well acquainted 
with all the latest tunnelling methods, because we apply them on a daily basis. 
We are also able to develop, optimise and implement materials management and 
logistics concepts.

Up	to	any	task
We have proved on numerous occasions that we can overcome the logistical 
challenges involved in building tunnels: with the longest rail tunnel in the world 
at the Gotthard, with the U5 subway line in Berlin, where we are driving a shield 
machine just under the existing infrastructure towards the Brandenburg Gate, 
and at the Semmering base tunnel, where we are using machine-supported and 
conventional tunnelling methods exclusively serviced via access shafts.

Tunnels
Our	Services	

• Excavator tunnelling 
• Drill and blast 
• Tunnelling with full-face cutting machines 

and roadheaders 
• Forepoling
• NATM 
• Sub horizontal jet grouting 
• Grouting 
• Ground freezing 
• Materials management and logistics concepts
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First-class underground 
 construction expertise

Galleries, shafts and caverns require specialist knowledge of underground construction 
techniques. In locations that are often hard to access our specialists have to deal with 
difficult topographical and climatic conditions. Thanks not least to our comprehensive 
range of construction services, we are able to meet these challenges successfully.

Galleries,	shafts	and	caverns
Implenia offers its customers a broad portfolio of services. When building 
galleries and shafts our engineers are skilled at mastering even the most difficult 
geometrical dimensions. They do this using traditional drill and blast techniques 
as well as mechanized tunnelling – and Implenia has all the necessary machin-
ery and equipment in house. For vertical and inclined shafts, depending on the 
specific site conditions, we use blasting, raise borers or shaft boring machines. 
We can also create caverns of any size.

In	step	with	nature
Topography makes every project unique. Thanks to their expertise and flexibility, 
our employees achieve great things, even under extreme conditions – like at the 
construction site for the Nant de Drance pumped storage power plant high up 
in the mountains, where we have made a cavern the size of a cathedral in one 
of Europe’s biggest ever underground construction projects. In all our work we 
pursue the same goal: to hand over the finished project to you, the customer, on 
time, on budget and to the required quality.

Galleries, shafts and 
caverns
Our	services	

•  Conventional and mechanized tunnelling
•  Shaft drilling machines
•  Raise boring
• Preventer-protected drilling



Mobility is more important than ever, and railways are be-
coming increasingly important internationally as a sustain-
able means of transport. With a team that specialises in the 
completion of transport infrastructure projects, Implenia 
ensures that rail installations and road tunnels are handed 
over to the customer on time and fully functional – so that 
people and cargo can be on the move.

Equipment & Railway.
Get moving.



Preparing the way – handed 
over and ready for operation

The engineering, constructing and commissioning of transport infrastructure facilities 
 involve complex industrial processes. They require specialist expertise in the specific 
tasks, of course, but success also depends on the quality and professionalism of the 
overall coordination. As an experienced partner, we can offer you all the services you 
need in terms of equipment, rail technology and rail construction from a single point 
of contact.

Specialist	team	for	project	management
It’s a long journey from the structural work to the final commissioning of rail 
infrastructure and transport tunnels. Once the structural work is complete, there 
is still an intensive, challenging project phase to negotiate before the transport 
can get moving, and this phase requires high-level planning and management 
skills. The team of experts that Implenia has created for just this purpose is made 
up of specialists who have the right skills and qualifications for professional 
overall management of such projects and who are extremely well versed in all the 
industrial processes required. Our specialist project managers always have costs, 
deadlines and quality under control.

Bringing	the	Group’s	capabilities	close	to	the	customer
Thanks to our regional representatives we can combine being close to our 
customers with an ability to provide expertise from specialists in a huge variety 
of different disciplines across our Group. And where necessary, we can bring 
in expertise from our proven network of external specialists and companies.

Equipment & Railway
Our	services

•  Engineering, implementation and 
 maintenance

•  Track construction
•  Railway technology
•  Equipment
• Logistics and overall coordination



Modern towns and cities need reliably functioning infrastruc-
ture that meets the needs of private individuals and businesses. 
The challenge of providing this infrastructure is made even 
greater these days by rising expectations, high standards and 
strict rules and regulations. Implenia is a specialist in trench-
less construction, which allows the installation of subterranean 
utility cables and pipes without disturbing life on the surface.

Trenchless. 
Effective and  
disturbance-free.



Big in little things too

The various utility and disposal lines are vital to life in populated areas. The continuous 
growth of city centres and the surrounding agglomeration calls for new construction 
methods that cause minimal disruption to people and traffic. Implenia has the innovative 
solutions that meet these needs.

Ensuring	reliable	supply
Urban life would quickly grind to a halt without the utilities that supply power, 
water, gas and oil. Which is why Implenia isn’t just a specialist in large tunnels: 
we’re also your first port of call for small-diameter service tunnels, and for 
 sophisticated solutions covering every aspect of trenchless construction.

Small	impact,	big	effect
By using microtunnelling, pipe jacking and horizontal drilling techniques, we can 
build service tunnels and pipelines in a way that only requires a start and end ac-
cess shaft. We have all the equipment needed for this type of work, so we don’t 
have to coordinate with other providers, meaning that we can complete your job 
faster and with more flexibility.

Trenchless
Our	services

• Microtunnelling
•  Pipe jacking
•  Horizontal drilling
• Directional drilling
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Implenia is very much at home in all areas of foundation engineering. 
Our specialists can handle any job and will develop comprehensive, project- 
specific solutions that always focus on the customer’s individual wishes. 
Thanks not least to our many years of experience and our modern machin-
ery, we are leaders in this field, too.

Foundation engineering.
Creating a solid foundation.



Solidly built on 
improved ground

Implenia’s foundation engineering specialists develop complete solutions for excava-
tions, support structures, deep foundations and noise abatement walls, and can give you 
skilled help and support all the way from planning to execution. As a customer you will 
benefit from the expertise of our on-site and technical staff. In all projects, close coop-
eration and communication between different parts of the Implenia Group are a matter 
of course.

Building	pits	of	every	type	using	every	different	method
Implenia offers comprehensive construction pit solutions. The techniques applied 
can include the use of bored pile retaining walls, diaphragm walls, soldier pile 
walls, soil nailing and ground anchors. Our practised methods for creating 
diaphragm walls also come in useful for sealing dams, landfill sites and tank 
systems. 

When it comes to soil improvement, we deploy the methods best suited to the 
specific project. We drill piles of the required dimensions using various tech-
niques, carry out low and high-pressure grouting as well as exploratory drilling. 
With our extensive fleet of plants and machinery we can do all of this work 
ourselves, even on relatively inaccessible sites.

Dewatering
Our core competencies include the planning and implementation of dewatering 
concepts. Whether we use pumps or a wellpoint system, or lower the ground-
water level with filter wells, we guarantee that your construction project will be 
a success. Another of our specialities is the construction of vertical and horizontal 
filter wells for drinking water.

Foundation engineering
Our	services

•  Construction pits
•  Deep foundations
•  Soil improvement
•  Ground freezing
• Top-down construction
•  Mine redevelopment
•  Grouting
•  Jet grouting
•  Anchoring and bracing
•  Underpinning
•  Noise abatement walls
•  Dewatering
• Exploratory drilling



To be ready for the needs of tomorrow, our infrastructure needs 
to keep pace with our development. It’s a job that demands 
the highest technical and quality standards in a variety of disci-
plines, including construction, foundation engineering and civil 
engineering. Further challenges are that infrastructure projects 
tend to take a long time and often need to be done as daily life 
continues around them; they attract a lot of public interest and 
they require highly integrated project management. Implenia 
has the resources, experience and specialist expertise to plan 
and implement such large-scale projects successfully.

Large hybrid projects.
The total solution.
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Understanding	complex	value	chains
A huge number of people need to be integrated across the whole project cycle, 
and it is vital that everyone’s individual goals are coordinated and kept in 
harmony with the overall objective. Thanks to the Implenia Management System 
(IMS), our project managers can easily access tried-and-tested processes and 
bring in the right experts at the right time. The tool also helps them produce 
benchmarked reports.

Maximizing	value	through	optimum	project	implementation
Synchronised project execution can help optimise a construction project. Imple-
nia follows the principles of lean construction here and uses proven methodolo-
gies to maintain the productivity of everyone involved at a consistently high level. 
For example, the procurement chain is always a crucial part of any large hybrid 
project. Our just-in-time model ensures perfect synchronisation of material and 
information flows. Everyone involved in the project is assessed and qualified to 
ensure that expertise and team spirit combine properly to produce the desired 
result.

Efficient	processes	through	digital	innovation
Implenia responds to the varied and increasingly challenging aims of large-scale 
hybrid projects with a combination of advanced technology and a strong spirit of 
innovation. Modern “Building Information Modelling” (BIM) technology is used 
in the planning phase. 3D simulations, cost estimates and construction plans are 
combined so that all parties, including the customer, can be integrated into the 
processes right from the start. The key benefits of this are that costs and time-
tables can be planned accurately, change management can be simplified, and 
processes can be made watertight and efficient. Short-cycle controlling ensures 
maximum transparency across the whole project cycle.

Integrated project management 
and an eye for detail

One of the keys to the success of any hybrid infrastructure project is “complexity man-
agement” – something that goes far beyond just developing and executing a construc-
tion solution. You need an overall concept that takes account of human and environmen-
tal needs, but that also meets the challenges that always come with technically complex, 
often very public construction projects in urban areas.

Our specialised “Global Projects” unit brings together the expertise and professionalism 
needed to manage large-scale projects and to meet the customer’s technical require-
ments, quality standards and timetable.

Large hybrid projects
Our	offering

•  A single point of contact for the customer
•  Profound expertise in managing complex 

 large-scale projects at national and interna-
tional level

•  Proven experience and skills across all 
 disciplines and project phases

• Stable financial and human resources



Responsible construction 
with a vision

Our goal is to provide customers with sustainable solutions in terms of cost, deadlines, 
quality and functionality. We combine proven skills with a spirit of innovation and 
 state-of-the-art processes and technologies. Thanks to our integrated business  model 
and specialists experienced in all areas of construction, we can manage a building 
 project through its entire lifecycle, delivering work that is economical, integrated and 
customer-oriented.

Committed	to	sustainability
Sustainability is not just a vision for Implenia, but a living reality. We 
seek a sustainable balance between financial success and social and 
environmental responsibility. We are committed to good, responsible 
and transparent corporate governance. 

Implenia’s corporate governance principles and rules are set out 
in its Articles of Association and Organisational Regulations. All 
employees sign a commitment to obey these rules.

We	take	our	responsibilities	seriously
We are very aware of our responsibility to society and to our 
 employees, which is why health and safety at work as well as em-
ployee training and development are given such a high priority.

Sustainable	products	and	services	–	our	daily	goal
We offer sustainable products and services and are committed to an 
environmentally friendly approach. We have set ourselves ambitious 
environmental goals and above all want to increase our energy 
efficiency so that we reduce our CO² emissions and optimise our 
consumption of resources. 

We use a tailor-made system to monitor our environmental perfor-
mance systematically. In addition to its in-house efforts, Implenia 
also encourages its suppliers to find sustainable solutions and it 
campaigns strongly for sustainable construction standards.

You can read about all our defined objectives, and what we have 
achieved so far, in our latest sustainability report, which you will find 
at www.sustainability.implenia.com.
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“The third largest cavern 
in Europe.“

Pumped storage power plant, Nant de Drance (CH)

“Vancouver’s deepest large 
diameter bored piles.”
Golden Ears Bridge, Vancouver (CDN)

“The longest railway  tunnel 
in the world.”

Gotthard Base Tunnel (CH)

“Closing the gap in the 
heart of Berlin.”
U5 subway line, Berlin (DE)

Setting new standards

As a service provider with a deep knowledge of infrastructure construction and 
extensive experience in all the construction disciplines, we are the right part-
ner for ambitious infrastructure projects. We bring together our wide variety 
of capabilities in powerful, committed project teams that can fulfil every 
customer need and develop pioneering solutions. This is how we contin-
ue to set records with our customers.

“The largest run-of-the-river 
power plant in Germany.”

Hydro power station, Iffezheim (DE)
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Implenia	Switzerland	Ltd.
Infrastructure
Husacherstrasse 3
8304 Wallisellen
Switzerland

T +41 58 474 76 00
F +41 58 474 76 01
www.implenia.com

Business Unit Infrastructure offers its services from around 20 locations in Switzerland, Germany and Austria as well as in Scandinavia. 
We look forward to hearing from you – please contact our central office or speak directly to your nearest branch.


